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Key Points

• TALEs targeted to the
g-globin gene pro-
moters reactivated their
mRNA expression more
than 70-fold with a col-
lateral reduction in
b-globin mRNA.

• At day 19 of CD34
erythroid differentiation,
TALEs increased
g-globin more than 40-
fold in mRNA level and
up to 70% of the total
globin protein.

The fetal-to-adult hemoglobin switch has been a focus of a long-standing effort to potentially

treat sickle cell disease and b thalassemia by induction of fetal hemoglobin. In

a continuation of this effort, we designed specific transcriptional activator-like effectors

(TALEs) to target both the Gg and Ag-globin promoters. We fused the TALEs to a LIM domain

binding protein (Ldb1) dimerization domain, followed by a T2A green fluorescent protein

(GFP) cassette, whichwere assembled into a lentiviral vector. To prevent deletions caused by

the repeats of TALEs during the lentivirus packing process, we changed the TALE encoding

DNA by codon optimization. Intriguingly, 5 of 14 TALEs showed forced reactivation of fetal-

globin expression in human umbilical cord blood-derived erythroid progenitor (HUDEP-2)

cells, with a significant increase in the g-globin mRNA level by more than 70-fold. We also

observed a more than 50% reduction of b-globin mRNA. High-performance liquid

chromatography analysis revealed more than 30% fetal globin in TALE-induced cells

compared with the control of 2%. Among several promoters studied, the b-globin gene

promoter with the locus control region (LCR) enhancer showed the highest TALE expression

during CD34 erythroid differentiation. At day 19 of differentiation, 2 TALEs increased fetal-

globin expression more than 40-fold in the mRNA level and up to 70% of the total globin

protein. These TALEs have potential for clinical translation.

Introduction

Sickle cell disease (SCD) and thalassemia are very severe inherited disorders of the red cell and are
among the world’s most common genetic diseases, with a high socioeconomic burden. For example,
medical care of patients with SCD costs the United States more than a billion dollars annually. b
thalassemia is caused by a severe deficiency in the synthesis of normal b-globin in red cells, whereas
SCD reflects a mutant hemoglobin that produces protein aggregates.

A recent revolution in gene editing technology has provided new opportunities for highly efficient fetal-
globin gene activation with a potential for therapeutic benefit. Earlier we demonstrated that an artificial
zinc finger transcription factor, GG1-VP64, interacted with the proximal g-globin gene promoters and
induced significant amounts of fetal hemoglobin (HbF) in maturing adult erythroblasts.1 Studies by
others showed that reactivation of fetal-globin gene expression occurred through LCR-promoter looping
formation by tethering the self-association domain of Ldb1 to the g-globin promoter via artificial zinc
fingers. Targeting the fetal g-globin promoters in human adult erythroblasts enhanced the LCR-promoter
looping mechanism, leading to increased g-globin synthesis, reaching 85% of the total with a reciprocal
reduction in adult b-globin gene expression. Thus, forced chromatin looping can override the g-to-b
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globin gene switch.2,3 Synthetic zinc finger DNA-binding domains
(ZF-DBDs) have also been used in genome editing and transcrip-
tion modulation experiments; in particular, ZF-DBDs targeted to
a known site associated with hereditary persistence of fetal
hemoglobin (HPFH), a benign genetic condition in which mutations
in a sequence located at 567 bp upstream of the g-globin promoter
attenuate g-to-b switching. The ZF-DBD that interacted with the
targeted upstream sequence of g-globing promoter with high
affinity increased the HbF level.4

In general, zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like
effector nucleases (TALENs), and clustered regularly interspaced
short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/Cas9 are considered to be
powerful genome editing tools with achievable therapeutic potential
for SCD and other genetic disorders,5 with some advantages and
pitfalls of each. More recently, homologous recombination at the
b-globin gene in hematopoietic stem cells was efficiently achieved
using Cas9 ribonucleoproteins together with adeno-associated viral
vector delivery of a homologous donor.6 This method has provided
an efficient correction of the Glu6Val mutation responsible for
SCD in patient-derived stem and progenitor cells after differentia-
tion into erythrocytes that express adult b-globin messenger RNA.
To achieve fetal-globin reactivation, researchers have also tried to
recapitulate the HPFH activation using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated
genome editing to mutate a 13-nt sequence that is present in the
promoters of the HBG1 and HBG2 genes.7

In contrast, ZFNs are designed to target the sickle cell mutation
to provide efficient targeted cleavage at the b-globin locus with
minimal off-target modifications. A high level of fetal hemoglobin
was achieved, resulting in decreased potential for sickling.8 Reac-
tivation of g-globin expression was also achieved with the same
ZFN technology through a mutation in the binding domain of
the SOX6 gene.9 Although there are benefits in using these
nucleases, the main downside is the risk for off-target cleavages.
Several strategies have been developed, such as using high-fidelity
Cas910 or using a truncated gRNA11 to reduce off-target effects.
Methods such as droplet digital polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
assay and high-throughput sequencing have been devised to
monitor the frequency of rearrangements between the b- and
d-globin paralogs by targeting nucleases. This has resulted in the
identification of intergenic b-d-globin deletion and inversion of an
intergenic fragment as high- and low-frequency rearrangements,
respectively. Altogether, these results have proven the need to
develop site-specific endonucleases with high specificity to avoid
unwanted gene alterations.12

CRISPR/Cas9 has a significant rate of off-target mutations, and
therefore, it might cause some adverse effects.13 ZFNs are very
difficult to engineer and, in addition, produce greater cell toxicity by
inhibiting cell growth. In comparison with ZFNs, TALENs have
turned out to be much easier to design with less or comparable
cytotoxicity.14,15 However, additional genotoxicity resulted from
insertional mutagenesis when lentiviral vector delivery of CRISPR,
TALE, or ZFNwas tested. The use of a g-retroviral vector can lead to
oncogenesis by activating LMO2 gene expression, as seen in the
Europe X-linked severe combined immune deficiency trial.16,17

Using a lentiviral vector instead of a g-retroviral vector would seem
much safer, but still retain a concern for oncogenesis.18 In recent
years, several methods have been developed to evaluate lentiviral
vector safety,19,20 including reduction of its genotoxicity.21 All these

efforts have led to lentiviral vector being used widely for most gene
therapy protocols for hematological diseases.22 In the current study,
we have used a lentiviral vector backbone that was developed in our
laboratory after rigorous safety testing and validation analyses.23

Because TALEs have advantages, as noted here, we used this
strategy to increase fetal-globin expression with the potential for
treatment of b-thalassemia and SCD with the help of lentiviral
delivery.15We here show that targeting specific sites in the g-globin
gene promoters using TALEs fused with Ldb1 self-association
domain reactivated significant production of g-globin with concom-
itant reduction in b-globin gene expression. This could inhibit
sickling by formation of mixed tetramers, including both the g
and bS chains. Hence, the induction of fetal-globin by TALEs
holds significant promise for alleviation of the phenotypic features
of b-thalassemia and SCD.

Materials and methods

Construction of the TALE destination vector

backbone plasmid

The plasmid, pCL20cwEF1GFPD46, was cut by BstBI and BsrGI
to remove the EF1 GFP cassette, followed by the insertion of
a cassette containing the EF1-TALE N terminus, linker, and TALE C
terminus that were fused to the Ldb1 dimerization domain and T2A
GFP. The N terminus of the TALE had 139 aa, followed by a linker
with a MluI/BsmBI site, whereas C-terminus TALE had 117 aa
including NLS, and half of the TALE repeat was inserted before the
C terminus. This plasmid was called pCL20cwEF1 link Ldb1GFP.
For the backbone vector with Ldb2 dimerization domain, the above
vectors were cut with PspOMI and DraIII, and the synthesized DNA
fragment coding for the Ldb2 dimerization domain was inserted,
yielding pCL20cwEF1-link Ldb2GFP. The TALE central domain
(17mer) was synthesized and inserted into the linker at a MluI/BsmBI
site yielding pCL20cwEF1TALE-Ldb1T2A GFP.

TALE design

Using web-based tool (https://tale-nt.cac.cornell.edu/node/add/
talen), we designed TALEs targeting both g-globin gene promoters.
Off-target effects were assessed, using BLAST search and the TALE
design tool as an off-target finder. A total of 14 TALEswere designed.
First, the targeted DNA sequence was converted to repeat variable
diresidue (RVD) according to the binding code. The RVD was then
converted to 6 nucleotides, using genetic code; subsequently,
every 6 nucleotides were inserted into TALE DNA template. The
DNA template was a 17mer TALEs optimized for human codon
usage with elimination of the repeat sequence.24 The 17mer
TALE was synthesized and inserted into the vector pCL20cwEF1
linkLdb1GFP and called pCL20cwEF1aTALE-Ldb1T2AGFP. The
TALE destination vectors were constructed by modifying the TALE
cloning backbones. We recoded the 0.5 RVD regions in the vectors
and subsequently incorporated a MluI/BbsI cutting site for the
newly synthesized 17mer TALE central domain. Further, this was
inserted at the designated TALE cloning sites.

Human umbilical cord blood derived erythroid

progenitor cell culture

Human umbilical cord blood derived erythroid progenitor
(HUDEP) clone 2 (HUDEP-2) cells were cultured as previously
described.25 Briefly, cells were expanded in StemSpan SFEM
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(Stem Cell Technologies) supplemented with 1 mM dexametha-
sone, 1 mg/mL doxycycline, 50 ng/mL human stem cell factor
(SCF), 3 U/mL erythropoietin, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin.

Vector copy number determination

For human vector copy number analyses, a 20X HIV GAG probe
was prepared (forward primer: 18 mM 59GGAGCTAGAACGATT
CGCAGTTA39 and reverse primer: 18 mM 59GGTTGTAGCTGT
CCCAGTATTTGTC39). Primers and probe (5 mM of 6FAM-
CAGCCTTCTGATGTTTCTAACAGGCCAGG-NFQ-MGB) were
synthesized and used with TaqMan fast universal PCR master mix
(Thermo Fisher, Foster City, CA) in quantitative PCR (qPCR)
reactions. Human RNase P probe (Thermo Fisher) was included in
the qPCR reactions to quantitate the relative vector copy numbers
between cell samples, using the DDCt method against a 1-copy
lentiviral Jurkat cell control.

Quantitative reverse transcription PCR

RNA was extracted from between 0.5 and 1 million cells with
RNeasy kits (Qiagen, Germantown, MD). Taqman qPCR probes
for HBG (Hs03835607_m1), HBB (Hs00758889_s1), HBE
(Hs00362216_m1), and HBA (Hs01109871_m1) were commer-
cially purchased (Thermo Fisher). One-step quantitative reverse
transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) was then performed and g-globin,
b-globin, and e-globin mRNAs were quantified by Taqman qPCR
(Thermo Fisher). The levels of g-globin, b-globin, and e-globin
mRNAs were normalized against the levels of a-globin mRNAs.

Flow cytometry

Flow cytometry (BD Biosciences, FACS Diva 8.0.1 software) was
performed for assessing the expression of designed TALEs using
GFP as probe in the St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital flow
cytometry core facility.

HbF protein analysis

High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) quantification
of HbF was performed using a cation-exchange column (Primus
Diagnostics) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Erythroid differentiation of human peripheral blood

CD341 cells

Circulating G-CSF-mobilized human CD341 cells were obtained
from de-identified healthy donors (Key Biologics). CD341 cells
were cultured in a 3-phase erythroid differentiation protocol
consisting of Iscove modified Dulbecco medium (Thermo Fisher)
supplemented with 2% human AB plasma, 3% human AB serum,
1% penicillin/streptomycin, 3 U/mL heparin, 10 mg/mL insulin, and
3 U/mL erythropoietin (Amgen). Phase 1 (days 1-7) included
200 mg/mL Holo-Transferrin (Sigma-Aldrich), 10 ng/mL SCF
(PeproTech, Inc.), and 1 ng/mL interleukin 3 (PeproTech, Inc.).
Phase 2 (days 8-12) included the same cytokines as phase 1,
except without interleukin 3. During phase 3 (days 13 and beyond),
Holo-Transferrin was increased to 1 mg/mL and SCF was removed.

Human CD34
1
cell transduction and methylcellulose

colony assays

Human CD341 cells were thawed and prestimulated in stem-spam
supplemented with 100 ng/mL Flt-3, 100 ng/mL SCF, and 100 ng/mL
thrombopoietin overnight. Various lenti-TALE vectors were transduced

into human CD341 cells in the presence of protamine sulfate
(0.4 mg/mL) and seeded onto retronectin-coated plates. After
overnight transduction, CD341 cells were seeded at 300 cells/mL
into cytokine-free human methylcellulose (Stem Cell Technologies;
300 cells/3 cm dish) supplemented with 2 U/mL erythropoietin,
10 ng/mL SCF, 1 ng/mL interleukin 3, and 1%penicillin/streptomycin.
Individual BFU-E colonies were picked up after 2 weeks and
processed for genomic DNA and colony PCR assays. The trans-
duction efficiency was determined on the basis of the positivity
of PCR.

Statistics

Statistical differences between experimental groups were de-
termined by 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by
Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test using statistical software within
GraphPad Prism, as indicated (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA).
All experiments were performed in triplicate unless otherwise
indicated. Data are shown as mean 6 standard error of the mean
(SEM; or standard deviation). P , .05 was considered statistically
significant.

Results

TALE design

We used TALE to reactivate fetal globin to evaluate the potential for
clinical therapy for SCD and b thalassemia. TALEs (supplemental
Figure 1A) can be engineered to bind to DNA sites, including
specific sites on globin promoters. TALEs were fused to the Ldb1
dimerization domain that binds to the LCR, which in turn brings the
distal LCR enhancer to the g-globin gene promoters, thereby
activating gene expression (supplemental Figure 1B). As shown in
supplemental Figure 1C, we designed TALE using the pCL20
vector backbone with an EF1 a short promoter (called EF1) to drive
TALE Ldb1dimerization domain fusion protein expression, including
the T2A GFP cassette. Fourteen TALEs were designed to target
both the Gg and Ag-globin promoters (Figure 1A). Several (TALE2/
5/6) were designed to bind on or around fetal-globin negative
regulatory sites (supplemental Figure 2A) overlapping the fetal-
globin negative regulator BCL11A binding site26 or some of the
HPFH sites. Our hypothesis is that targeting these regions will
replace negative regulators with positive regulators, leading to fetal-
globin reactivation. Details of the TALE design (supplemental
Figure 2B) are provided in the Materials and Methods. The integrity
of the TALE in the genome was confirmed by PCR and Southern
blot analyses (supplemental Figure 3A-B). The expression of TALE
was validated at the mRNA level by qRT-PCR, using a GFP probe
(supplemental Figure 4A). Flow cytometry has confirmed GFP
expression at the protein level (supplemental Figure 4B). These
data strongly support that the designed TALE is capable of
expressing at both levels with almost comparable mRNA-protein
correlations.

TALE Function in HUDEP-2 cells

We employed HUDEP-2 cells to examine the function of TALEs
with respect to fetal-globin gene reactivation. qRT-PCR was
performed to determine the relative mRNA level for fetal-globin
after normalization to the a-globin mRNA content. Among 14 TALEs
(Figure 1A), 5 TALEs (TALE2, TALE6 TALE7 TALE7b, and TALE11)
showed significant reactivation of fetal-globin expression with
a substantial increase in mRNA level. TALE6 showed more than
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a 40-fold (Figures 1B-C) increase, indicating the high functionality
of TALE design. TALE also slightly activated the expression of
e-globin (supplemental Figure 5). This is mainly because of its
spatial proximity to the g-globin promoter, indicating that the newly
imposed spatial constraint of the LCR can also increase the
likelihood of interaction with a nearby gene such as the e-globin.
Among the 5 TALEs, 2 TALEs (TALE2, TALE6) were designed to
target the direct repeat and BCL11A sites27,28 (supplemental
Figure 2A). Two other TALEs (TALE7, TALE7b) were targeted
toward the upstream of the direct repeat site and close to the LRF1
binding site.26,29 Thus, this targeting encompasses the vital regions
of negative regulatory sites for the enhancement of g-globin
expression.

Next, we compared the level of TALE activity with various activation
domains. In addition to Ldb1, Ldb2 can also dimerize via the self-
association domain with high affinity,30 and hence more strong
gene activation. We also considered VP64, a different gene
activation domain that could possibly increase the transcription
activity. We also compared the TALE-Ldb1 and TALE-Ldb2 fusion
proteins in the presence of VP64 (Figure 2A). Intriguingly, all these
designs strongly activated fetal-globin gene expression with
a concomitant repression of b-globin expression (Figures 2B-C).
The reactivation of fetal-globin genes resulted in a 50% reduction in

b-globin mRNA. The level of fetal-globin protein, determined by
HPLC, was more than 30% of total globin compared with 2% in
control cells (Figure 2D), in both the presence and absence of
VP64. As predicted, the addition of VP64 showed a bolster effect
and increased fetal-globin RNA and repressed b-globin mRNA to
a lesser degree (Figure 2C). TALE-Ldb1 seemed to slightly
enhance the percentage at the protein level (Figure 2D). This
substantiates that TALE design with the Ldb1 self-association
domain is more efficient in the reactivation of fetal-globin, regardless
of the presence or absence of VP64.

TALEs Function in Human CD34-Differentiated

Erythroid Cells

To evaluate the potential for clinical translation, we trans-
duced human CD341 cells with the TALE-expressing vectors
(TALE7Ldb2, TALE6vpLdb2, TALE6Ldb2, TALE6vpLdb1,
T6Ldb1). The transduced human CD341 cells were grown
in MethoCult-based medium for erythroid differentiation. The
transduction efficiency of these vectors is a critical index for
potential clinical use. PCR assay performed using genomic DNA
isolated from MethoCult colonies indicated that more than 30%
of CD34 cells could be transduced with the above vectors
(supplemental Figure 6).
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Subsequently, we also checked the functionality of TALE-Ldb1
in erythroid cells. We used an in vitro CD34 erythroid differentia-
tion system that recapitulates the developmental pattern of Hb
expression associated with the developmental stage of the
originating primary cell source.1 Initially we identified that the
erythroid differentiation gradually shut down the EF1 promoter and
failed to drive TALE expression in erythroid cells. We introduced an
erythroid-specific promoter to drive TALE expression. Among
several promoters tested (supplemental Figure 7), the b-globin
promoter with shortened LCR, called the dLCR, a 1.7-kb fragment
containing the cores of HSs (HS2, HS3, and HS4), was found to be
the best driver for TALE expression in erythroid cells.

We observed that the b-globin promoter plus dLCR enhancer
driving the expression of TALE7b and TALE11 with Ldb1
(Figure 3A) resulted in more than a 40-fold increase in the
g-globin mRNA level with the fetal-globin level above 70% of total
globin (Figure 3B-C). However, T6 constructs failed to activate
fetal-globin gene in human CD34 differentiated erythroid cells (data
not shown). These results substantiate that the use of dLCR
enhancer and b-globin promoter significantly enhanced TALE
expression at both the mRNA and protein levels. The LRF/ZBTB7A
transcription factor induces the fetal-globin genes by silencing the
NuRD repressor complex, which is independent of the fetal globin

repressor, BCL11A,31 whereas transcription factors LRF and
BCL11A are the independent repressors of fetal hemoglobin
expression. Knockdown of LRF/ZBTB7A gene by shRNA or by
CRISPR/gRNA led to a very high level of fetal-globin expression.31

On the basis of this result, we chose CRISPR-LRF as a positive
control in our system to compare the efficacy of different TALEs
with different promoter combinations. As predicted, we noted that
CRISPR-LRF activated the fetal-globin expression with a 40-fold
increase in the g-globin mRNA level with activation of fetal-globin to
more than 70% of total globin, suggesting that the effect of the
fetal-globin repressor was deactivated through CRISPR cleavage
of LRF1 (Figure 3A-C). Furthermore, we tested the efficacy of
a Lenti-g globin vector, 400v5m3,32,33 that was previously de-
veloped and tested in our laboratory for gene therapy of SCD.32 The
efficacy of 400V5m3, a traditional g-globin gene therapy vector,
showed low induction of fetal-globin at both mRNA and protein
levels as compared with that of the dLCR-T7b/11 or CRISPR-
LRF1, suggesting that Lenti-TALE-Ldb1 is a promising candidate to
mitigate SCD and thalassemia.

Discussion

TALEs are a proven powerful easy design tool for targeting the
genome in cell lines and organisms. Numerous strategies have been
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developed in the past to assemble the repetitive TALE RVD
sequence.34-36 Because of the presence of repeats in the central
domain, TALE expression is unstable with the potential for deletion
of some of the repeats during the process of lentiviral packaging
and expression. Therefore, generally it is very hard to express the
full-length TALE using lentiviral-based vectors. This eventually led us
to adapt and modify Church’s re-TALE strategy,24 which uses
codon optimization to eliminate the repeats in the central domain.
With this design, PCR and Southern blot have confirmed the
integrity of lenti-TALE in the genome.

Among 14 TALEs tested, 5 were able to activate fetal-globin gene
expression: 2 (TALE2, TALE6) were designed to bind close to the
BCL11A binding sites and 2 (TALE7, TALE7b) were designed to
bind close to the LRF/ZBTB7A binding sites to prevent the
inhibition of g-globin expression consistent with the 2 HPFH
mutation clusters at 2115 and 2200 base pairs upstream of the
g-globin gene promoters. Two major g-globin repressors,
BCL11A27,28 and ZBTB7A,31 directly bind to 2115 and 2200

sites, respectively, and repress g-globin gene expression.
HPFH mutations at these sites disrupt the binding of these
repressors.26,29 BCL11A binding was disrupted by 2117G.A,
2114C.A, 2114C.T, 2114C.G, and a 13-bp deletion
(D13bp). Similarly, LRF1/ZBTB7A binding at 2200 bp upstream
of the g-globin gene promoter was disrupted by 2195C.G,
2196C.T, 2197C.T, 2201C.T, 2202C.T, and 2202C.G.37-39

Thus, both BCL11A and ZBTB7A account for most of the
repression of the g-globin gene in adult cells.31 As the above-
mentioned 4 TALEs were designed to span the repressor sites, we
deduced that mechanistically repressor displacement might have
played a pivotal role; however, the potential involvement of
chromatin looping of the enhancer to increase the fetal globin
levels needs to be elucidated.

In addition to these 4 TALEs, the fifth TALE (TALE11), designed
to bind close to the TATA box, showed significant fetal glo-
bin expression (Figures 1A and 3B-C). No repressor elements
have been identified around this site. This may be another relevant
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site, along with the other known negative regulators of fetal globin
expression, which invites further study to determine whether it is
a repressor site for the interference of fetal globin expression.

Two TALEs designed to target negative regulatory elements did not
show fetal-globin gene activation. The TALE2a targeting sequence
is almost the same, except 2 nucleotides shorter than that of TALE2.
Because there is no significant difference in the expression of these
TALEs, it is presumed that TALE2a does not appear to have enough
binding affinity to its target. TALE5 is designed to target the LYAR40

site that is about 20 bp downstream of fetal-globin gene transcription
start site, as mutation of LYAR often results in HPFH.41 However,
TALE5 may not have enough binding affinity even if it binds the
LYAR site to displace the transcriptional machinery, and therefore
downstream targeting will not be beneficial. Another 2 nonfunctional
TALEs (TALE1/8) were designed to target KLF11 sites that are
required for the activation of fetal-globin gene expression. As TALE
can be designed to target almost any sequence in the genome, our
goals of globin gene editing will span deeper into these 2 important
repressor sites in the future.

We used an in vitro CD34 erythroid differentiation system that could
recapitulate the developmental pattern of Hb expression associated
with the developmental stage of the originating primary cell source.1

Initially, we used the EF1alpha short promoter to drive TALE-Lbd1
expression. This short promoter was able to drive the gene
activation in HUDEP-2 cells. However, the activity of TALE was
gradually lost during erythroid differentiation as a result of shut-
ting down of EF1 a promoter. To find the best promoter that can
show its functional ability to withstand the final stage of erythroid
differentiation and maturation, we tested various promoters.
The ankyrin promoter with a GC mutation showed a low activity
in HUDEP-2 cells. Only the LCR enhancer with b-globin pro-
moter drove TALE expression effectively in differentiating CD34
erythroid cells.

Although the current work needs to address the underlying
mechanism involved in the TALEs reactivation of fetal globin
expression, as far as the fetal-globin gene activation (in the human
CD34 erythroid differentiated cells) is concerned, TALE-Ldb1 is
highly comparable to GG1-Ldb1.3,42 GG1-Ldb1 has been more
extensively evaluated, even analyzing its efficacy using CD34 cells
of patients with sickle cell.2 However, TALE (as presented here) or
the GG1-Ldb1 need further testing with the help of animal models

to determine whether they merit a clinical trial. The current design of
TALEs, similar to the presence of T2A GFP, leads to incomplete
cleavage of T2A peptide and interferes with TALEs expression.
Efforts are already underway to eliminate this drawback, and our
preliminary data (not shown) indicate that gene activation increases
sevenfold on deletion of the T2A GFP cassette. A poly A signal
greatly increases the transgene expression, but unfortunately it
reduces titers.43 This could be corrected by putting the poly A
signal in the inverted vector design to minimize titer reduction.
Modifying the WPRE may enhance the transgene expression.
Instead of using VSVG pseudotype to pack lentiviral vector,
pseudotyping with the baboon endogenous virus envelope
glycoprotein BaEVRles efficiently and specifically targets human
CD341 cells.44 Thus, the vector modification may provide a better
clinical approach to develop Lenti-TALE-Ldb1 as a promising
candidate for effective therapeutic intervention in sickle cell and
thalassemia diseases.
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